Title Of Unit: The United States In World War II

Overview
I chose to make my unit plan about World War II because it is one of my favorite topics to discuss in American History, and there is so much information about it that is too often brushed over or not adequately covered. I want to use this unit to give students a more in-depth look into the causes and effects of WWII, particularly covering the US involvement in it.

Timeline (classes are block schedule, 1.5 hours)
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Direct Instruction
America Moves Toward War

assign WWII paper (due Friday)
Choice: Cause-and-Effect
Mobilizing For Defense

group posters about causes/effects of US involvement in war
Inquiry
The War In Europe


WWII interview (due the following Wednesday)
Cooperative Learning
The War In The Pacific

graphic organizers/ discussion groups about US bombings
Concept Development
On The Homefront

propoganda/women in the workforce worksheet

collect research papers

Rationale of lesson ordering:
·	The unit starts on Monday with a Direct Instruction lesson; I began with direct instruction because this is the best kind of lesson to implement a PowerPoint presentation in, and it gives students the chance to learn all of the information about WWII before the following days in which WWII is broken down into more specific sections so students get a more in-depth understanding of WWII.

Unit Standards, Goals and Objectives
Standards (content area)
·	AH2.H.1.1
·	AH2.H.1.2
·	AH2.H.1.3
·	AH2.H.1.4
·	AH2.H.2.1
·	AH2.H.2.2
·	AH2.H.4.1
·	AH2.H.4.2
·	AH2.H.6.1
·	AH2.H.6.2
·	AH2.H.7.1
·	AH2.H.7.2
·	AH2.H.7.3
Standards (technology)
·	HS.SI.1.1
·	HS.SI.1.2
·	HS.SI.1.3
·	HS.TT.1.1
·	HS.TT.1.2
·	HS.RP.1.1
·	HS.SE.1.1
·	HS.SE.1.2
Unit Goals (1-3)
1.	Students will further understand that WWII was a direct result of WWI.
2.	Students will investigate the causes and effects of WWII.
3.	Students will gain an understanding of the importance of tolerance and acceptance of those who may be perceived as different.
Unit Objectives (3-8)
Unit Assessments
	Identify and analyze causes and effects of WWII.

Identify the key events of WWII.
Use the writing process to write in a variety of modes for different purposes.
Explain why significant historical events have multiple causes.
Identify and analyze the effects of propaganda.
Identify the vocabulary of WWII.
	Submit three facts from the previous class' material. (pre-assessment)

group poster
WWII interview
group graphic organizer
propaganda worksheet
WWII paper (post-assessment)


Differentiation
Model Lesson Plan
Type of Differentiated Instruction with short description. (Only need 4)
Direct Instruction
·	Individual pre-assessment in which students submit three facts from the previous lesson- Lee has a great memory for facts.
·	multiple levels of questions- gives all students a chance to learn the subject material in a deeper manner through inquiry questions.

Concept Development or Attainment
partner work- students will be paired with someone who has a different learning style so they can work with someone who learns differently than them.

Inquiry
independent study- since Lee is proficient with research and learning facts, the library research part of this lesson will appeal to her.

Cooperative Learning
flexible grouping- appeals to the best qualities that students have so they are more comfortable, will appeal to Lee because she can be the researcher

Choice: Cause and Effect
graphic organizers- similar to flexible grouping, students will have an assigned role. they will also be given a graphic organizer that appeals to both analytic and visual learners.



Assessment Section
·	Three Assessments: Group Poster (Choice: Cause and Effect Lesson), WWII Interview (Inquiry Lesson), Group Graphic Organizer (Cooperative Learning Lesson), Propaganda Worksheet (Concept Development Lesson)
·	Pre-Assessment: Submit a paper with at least three facts from the previous class' material and/or any facts they know about not yet covered WWII material. (Direct Instruction Lesson)
·	Post-Assessment: WWII Research Paper (assigned on Monday and due on Friday, Concept Development Lesson)

Technology
·	computer(s)- For the Direct Instruction lesson plan, the teacher uses a computer to show the PowerPoint presentation. For the Inquiry lesson plan, students use the library computers for research for their WWII interview.
·	projector- For the Direct Instruction lesson plan, the teacher uses a projector to show the PowerPoint presentation.
·	recording equipment- For the Inquiry lesson plan, students will have the opportunity to use recording equipment when they do their WWII interview.

Lesson Plans
·	Direct Instruction: America Moves Toward War
·	Choice (Cause and Effect): Mobilizing For Defense
·	Inquiry: The War In Europe
·	Cooperative Learning: The War In The Pacific
·	Concept Development: On The Homefront

